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Abstract. The paper presents a comparison between empirical and numerical quadratic transfer 
functions (QTFs) of the horizontal wave drift loads on the INO WINDMOOR floating wind 
turbine. The empirical QTFs are determined from cross bi-spectral analysis of model test data 
obtained in an ocean basin. Validation of the identified QTF is provided by comparing low 
frequency motions reconstructed from the empirical QTF with measurements. The numerical 
QTFs are calculated by a panel code that solves the wave-structure potential flow problem up to 
the second order. Systematic comparisons between numerical and empirical QTFs allows 
identification of tendencies of empirical QTFs and limitations of the second order potential flow 
predictions. The study is limited to hydrodynamic loads from waves only, i.e. without current. 
For small seastates, the results indicate that the second order potential flow predictions of the 
surge QTFs agree quite well with the wave drift coefficients identified empirically from the 
model test data. For moderate and high seastates, second order predictions underestimate the 
surge wave drift coefficients for all compared diagonals of the QTFs. The discrepancies between 
predictions and empirical coefficients are not small, especially at the lower frequency range 
(below around 0.10 Hz) where the potential flow wave drift forces tend to zero.  

1.  Introduction 
Safe and cost-effective design of mooring systems for floating wind turbines require a correct prediction 
of wave drift loads. The related low frequency motions have a significant contribution to the extreme 
loads on the station keeping system. Newman's approximation ([1]), which relies on the use of mean 
wave drift coefficients only, is still widely applied by the industry to calculate the wave drift forces in 
irregular waves and, in fact, properly calibrated numerical models compare well with model test data 
even in severe seastates ([2]-[5]). However, full quadratic transfer functions (QTFs) of the low frequency 
excitation provide a more consistent and correct representation of the wave drift forces. There is less 
experience with the use of full QTFs calculated by second order potential flow codes for mooring 
analysis. A better understanding of its accuracy is needed and the related uncertainties and challenges 
must be properly addressed.   

Although the current practice is to use potential flow methods to calculate wave-body interactions of 
large volume structures, there are limitations when calculating wave drift forces, especially in high 
seastates where the assumptions of perturbation theory may be violated. For column stabilized units, 
viscous wave drift loads become relevant if the wave amplitude is large enough compared to the 
columns' diameter ([6]-[9]). In fact, viscous effects may dominate the wave drift forces for long and 
large amplitude waves, since the potential flow counterpart tends to zero as the wavelength increases. 
Experimental evidence for the underestimation of wave drift forces by potential flow codes in steep 
seastates is provided, for example, in [9], [10], [11],  [15] and [18]. For these reasons, it is of interest to 
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assess the applicability of existing potential flow numerical tools and identify their limitations. 
Systematic studies addressing this matter for floating wind turbines can be found in, e.g., [12], [13]. 

While the existing studies discuss viscous wave drift effects, or the low frequency (LF) motion 
responses, or some present attempts to identify mean wave drift coefficients and compare with 
predictions, the focus of this paper is on the full QTFs and on the limitations of the full second order 
potential flow solution. It presents a comparison between empirical and numerical quadratic transfer 
functions (QTFs) of the horizontal wave drift forces on the INO WINDMOOR floating wind turbine. 
The sub-structure is a semisubmersible with three columns connected by pontoons. The empirical QTFs 
are identified from model test data ([14]) obtained in an ocean basin using a second order technique 
known as cross bi-spectral analysis ([15],[16]). The procedure uses the calibrated incident wave 
elevation and the measured low frequency motion. The numerical QTFs are calculated by a 
radiation/diffraction potential flow code which solves the wave-structure first order and second order 
problems. Systematic comparisons between numerical and empirical QTFs allows identification of 
tendencies of empirical QTFs and limitations of the second order potential flow predictions. 

The present study is limited to low frequency hydrodynamic loads from waves only, i.e. without 
current. For small seastates, the results indicate that the second order potential flow predictions of the 
surge QTFs agree quite well with the wave drift coefficients identified empirically from the model test 
data. This is an indication that second order potential flow theory predicts well the wave exciting QTFs 
for small seastates. For moderate and high seastates, second order predictions underestimate the surge 
wave drift coefficients for all compared diagonals of the QTFs. The discrepancies between predictions 
and empirical coefficients are not small, especially at the lower frequency range (below around 0.10 Hz) 
where the potential flow wave drift forces tend to zero. 

The results will be useful to support the development of semi-empirical methods to correct the 
potential flow wave drift forces in moderate and high sea-states and to validate them. 

2.  Model tests 
Model tests were performed in March 2020 in the Ocean Basin at SINTEF Ocean with the model of the 
INO WINDMOOR semi floating wind turbine. A Froude scaling of 1:40 was used for the tests with a 
full-scale water depth of 150 m. More detailed information about the tests can be found in [14]. 

The tests were performed to study 1) the low frequency (LF) response, 2) the coupling between the 
aerodynamic and hydrodynamic loads, and 3) the experimental uncertainty. Tests with waves only, wave 
and current, and wave and wind were performed. For the tests with wind the wind turbine rotor and 
tower loads were applied by use of the Real-Time Hybrid Model test method. A wide range of sea-states 
were used with pink-noise spectrum, small sea-states, and more severe sea-states and waves from 0 and 
90 degrees (see Figure 2 for wave propagation definition). A JONSWAP wave spectrum was used for 
the irregular sea-states. The work presented here-in is focusing on objective 1 where only a selection of 
wave-only tests is used, see Table 2. Some seastates were repeated for several different realizations 
(different seeds) to reduce the sample variability of the identified QTFs. Hs and Tp stand for the sea 
state significant wave height and wave peak period, while γ represents the peak enhancement factor.   

The model of the INO WINDMOOR is represented in Figure 1. The main dimensions and mass 
properties of the model are given in Table 1. The model was held in place during the tests by use of a 
simplified horizontal mooring system to remove any complexity due to mooring non-linearity and 
damping. The model was instrumented to measure the platform motions in 6 degrees of freedom, the 
relative wave elevation at 6 locations and the mooring line tensions at fairlead. 

3.  Procedure to identify empirical QTFs 

3.1.  Method 
A method is applied to identify wave drift force coefficients for the semi from model test data. The data 
analysis technique is known as "cross-bi-spectral analysis" and it estimates characteristics of second-
order responses (quadratic transfer functions – QTFs). The identified drift coefficients include mainly 
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the quadratic contents of the experimental signals, but they may also include higher-order contributions. 
While a brief explanation is given in the following paragraphs, details of the method can be found in 
[15] and [16]. 

The procedure follows two major steps. First, identify the second order wave exciting force (or 
moment) signal from the measured low frequency (LF) motion response. One assumes a linear mass-
damper-spring system represents the LF motion. The system natural frequency, mass and linear spring 
constants are known. Decay tests provide information for initial assumption of system damping, which 
is adjusted through an iterative process. The second order excitation force is the only unknown to be 
determined.  

 
Figure 1: INO WINDMOOR scaled model. 

Table 1: INO WINDMOOR main properties. 

Parameter Unit Value 
Column diameter [m] 15.0 
Column height [m] 31.0 
Pontoon width [m] 10.0 
Pontoon height [m] 4.0 
Centre-centre distance [m] 61.0 
Draft [m] 15.5 
Displacement  [t] 14124 
Vert. centre of gravity (VCG)** [m] 19.4 
Roll radius of gyration (Rxx) [m] 43.6 
Pitch radius of gyration (Ryy) [m] 44.0 
Yaw radius of gyration (Rzz) [m] 29.9 

 

 
Figure 2: Coordinate system and convention for 

wave direction (the z-axis points upwards). 

Table 2: List of tests and related seastate 
parameters. 

Number 
of seeds Hs (m) Tp (s) γ 

6 2.0 7.0 1.06 
5 3.7 7.0 4.90 
6 6.2 9.0 4.90 
2 6.2 12.0 1.23 
6 11.0 12.0 4.90 
1 15.0 14.0 4.90 

 

Second, use the undisturbed incident wave elevation and the estimated second order force, together 
with cross bi-spectral analysis, to identify the difference frequency wave exciting QTF matrix:  

 𝐻𝐻(2)(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛) = 𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛)
𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚)𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛)  

where 𝐻𝐻(2)(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛) is the wave drift force coefficient corresponding to the wave frequency pair (𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛), 
𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚) represents the wave spectrum and 𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁(𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛) is the cross bi-spectrum of the second order 
excitation with respect to the incident wave elevation.  
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Although the principle is simple, achieving stable numerical solution for the QTF is not simple in 
practice. The main difficulty is related to the statistical averaging of the cross bi-spectrum 𝑆𝑆𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁𝜁. 
Stansberg [15] discusses further this aspect, where a particular noise reduction method is introduced 
based on image processing principles. 
The method described in the previous paragraphs is applied to identify the QTFs of wave drift forces 
and linearized LF damping of the INO WINDMOOR semi. 

3.2.  Example 
This Section presents an example of the results from the cross bi-spectral analysis and the procedure to 
validate the identified QTF. The example corresponds to a test case where Hs is 3.74 m and Tp is 7 s 
(test 4220). The test duration was 3.3 hours, full scale, and the initial 20 minutes were removed before 
the time signals were used for the cross bi-spectral analysis. The same procedure was used for all 
irregular wave analyses.  

Figure 3 shows the estimated surge QTF 
of the difference-frequency wave exciting 
forces. The bi-frequency plane axes are in Hz 
and the colors represent the wave drift 
coefficients magnitude in kN/m2. Dashed 
white lines follow diagonals with constant 
difference-frequency of 0.011 Hz, which 
corresponds to the surge natural frequency.  

The quality of the identified QTF is 
assessed by comparing the measured low 
frequency motion (measured signals low 
pass filtered at 0.03 Hz) with the low 
frequency motion calculated using wave 
exciting forces reconstructed from the 
identified QTF. The comparison is done in 
terms of time histories and low frequency 
spectra. An example for surge and the same 
test case is presented in  Figure 4 and Figure 
5. The agreement between measured and 
reconstructed signals is good, which validates the QTF empirical estimation. 

Low frequency (LF) bound waves and parasitic waves are a challenge with tests in shallow water 
[19] and they need to be considered in the QTF identification based on model tests. However, these LF 
components are small in deep water, as used in the present study, and their effects on the LF motions 
assumed negligible.  

 
Figure 4: Comparison between measured slow drift surge motion (blue line) and reconstructed from 

the identified empirical QTF (red line). Results from test 4220 (Hs=3.74m, Tp= 7 s, head. = 0). 
 

 
Figure 3: Empirical surge QTF modulus identified 
from test 4220 (Hs=3.74m, Tp= 7 s, heading = 0). 

Coloured scale in kN/m2.  
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4.  Numerical model 
The potential flow calculations are performed with 
Hydrostar v8.10 [20], [21]. The code is based on the 
boundary element method and it solves the wave-
structure first order and second order 
radiation/diffraction problems.  

The first order solution gives the motion response 
amplitude operators (RAOs), among other first order 
results. Mean wave drift force coefficients are 
calculated from the first order results. The second 
order solution at the difference-frequency for pairs of 
harmonic waves gives the QTFs of wave drift forces. 
The numerical solution is established by discretizing 
the mean hull wetted surface into a finite number of 
flat panels. The wave drift coefficients are evaluated 
by the "middle field" method, which requires a control 
surface surrounding the hull and closed at the free 
surface. Expressions for the quadratic forces are 
evaluated on the control surface, instead of over the 
hull surface, with advantages in terms of accuracy for 
the estimation of the required fluid velocity terms.  

The free surface integral in the second order 
solution is neglected. The assumption is that the effects of this term are small for small difference 
frequencies typical of the natural frequencies for the horizontal motions of moored floating structures. 
The free surface integral term is of order of the difference frequency squared, 𝑂𝑂[(∆𝜔𝜔)2], or higher [19]. 
Effects of the free surface integral are expected to be more important for the heave, roll and pitch LF 
motions since the natural frequencies are higher.    

The potential flow calculations are carried out for the relevant range of wave frequencies and 
difference frequencies. Table 3 presents the number of first order panels used to represent the hull 
surface and the control surface. Altogether the mesh accounts for 17176 panels. Figure 6 shows the hull 
mesh and the control surface mesh. A convergence study on the hull mesh was performed in terms of 
first order responses and mean wave drift coefficients.  

Additional stiffness coefficients in surge, sway and yaw represent the mooring system effects. 
Finally, additional damping coefficients are applied in all modes of motion to represent linearized 
viscous damping effects and in this way limit the RAOs resonant peaks to realistic values. This is 
important since the QTFs depend on the wave frequency motions, therefore the level of damping will 
affect the QTF prediction, especially around the motions resonance frequencies.  Table 4 presents the 
additional restoring and relative damping coefficients defined as the actual damping coefficient 
normalized by the critical damping. The additional damping coefficients were tuned to achieve a good 
match between predicted and measured motion transfer function resonance peaks for moderate seastates. 

Table 3: Number of low order 
panels of the numerical model.         
Surface Number 

of panels 
Vessel hull surface 11212 
Interior free surface 0 
Control surface 5964 
Total 17176 

 

Table 4: Mooring restoring coeffs. and additional damping 
coeffs. applied for the radiation/diffraction analysis.  

  
Rest. coeff.  

[N/m] or [Nm] 
Damp. coeff.  

[Ns/m] or [Nms] 
Relative 

damping [-] 
Surge 8.98E+04 1.42E+05 0.05 
Sway 8.98E+04 1.42E+05 0.05 
Heave 0 1.50E+06 0.05 
Roll 0 6.96E+08 0.05 
Pitch 0 6.95E+08 0.05 
Yaw 1.22E+08 1.61E+08 0.03 

 

 

Figure 5: Comparison between experimental 
(blue) and reconstructed from the identified 
QTF (red) LF surge spectra. Results from test 
4220 (Hs=3.74m, Tp= 7 s, head. = 0). 
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Figure 6: INO WINDMOOR body mesh (left) and control surface mesh for middle field calculations 
(right). 

5.  Results 
This Section compares empirical QTFs of the surge wave drift forces identified from the model test data 
with numerical QTFs calculated by the second order potential flow code. The QTFs are compared in 
terms of diagonals with constant difference-frequency (f2-f1 in the plots). The related figures, presented 
in the following pages, include plots for 4 difference frequencies (df=f2–f1), where the first plot always 
correspond to a df = 0, therefore it represents the mean wave drift coefficients. The remaining difference 
frequencies are equally spaced and the largest one goes beyond the df corresponding to the natural 
frequency, which in this case is fn = 0.011 Hz. The contribution from wave drift forces to the platform 
mean motion offset in irregular waves depends on the coefficients corresponding to df = 0 (mean wave 
drift coefficients). On the other hand, the slowly varying oscillations induced by the wave drift forces 
depend on a narrow difference frequency band around the motion natural frequency. The reason is that 
the low frequency motion is tuned around the natural frequency where it shows a dynamic amplification. 
The width of the relevant difference frequency band increases with the system damping, therefore it 
increases with seastate severity.  

The referred figures include plots with the real part, the imaginary part and the absolute value. Each 
plot includes three lines corresponding to the experimental QTF (or empirical QTF), numerical QTF 
and combined QTF. Combined means that the empirical curves are merged with the numerical ones for 
low and high wave frequencies and for large difference frequencies. The reason to combine is that the 
empirical QTF does not include information outside the tested wave frequency range and outside the 
measured LF motion signal frequency content. The combined QTFs will be used for future simulation 
of the floater low frequency motions.  

The following analysis is separated into "Small seastates" and " Moderate and high seastates". One 
should note that the empirical coefficients have some inherent uncertainty related to the finite duration 
of the time series. The effective length of the time records is three hours, which results in around 115 
low frequency cycles for surge. For this reason, tests for several of the seastates were repeated with 
different seeds. The related empirical QTFs represent averaging of the QTFs estimated for each of the 
seeds. These estimates are considered more reliable, meaning with lower sample variability. Table 2 
presents the seastates which have several realizations. 

Furthermore, the empirical estimates are more reliable for the difference-frequency range around the 
natural frequency and for the wave frequency range where the seastate has energy. The reason is that 
the information in the low frequency motion signal and wave elevation signal is within these frequency 
ranges. For the same reason, zero difference-frequency estimates are in general less reliable, as well as 
estimates for low and high wave frequency ranges. 
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5.1.  Small seastates 
Figure 7 presents the surge QTF for a small seastate with Hs = 2.0 m and Tp = 7 s. One observes a good 
correlation between the numerical predictions and the empirical coefficients, both for the real and the 
imaginary parts and for the different diagonals of the QTF. The observation is not valid for the for higher 
frequencies around 0.25 Hz where the numerical QTF modulus is larger than the empirical one. It is not 
obvious if the discrepancy represents overestimation by the numerical predictions, or uncertainty of the 
empirical results because this frequency range is at the tail of the wave spectrum and the energy is small. 
In any case, it is possible to say that the general agreement is quite good, which indicates that the second 
order potential flow theory correctly represents the physics of the low frequency excitation. This 
conclusion is valid for the horizontal force, surge in this case, for small amplitude waves and conditions 
without current. 

The results also show that the surge wave drift forces are dominated by the real part of the QTF, 
while the relative importance of the imaginary component tends to increase with the difference 
frequency. This behavior is captured by both the numerical results and the empirical estimation. 

 
Figure 7: Surge QTF. Tests 4050 to 4525 with Hs = 2.0 m, Tp = 7 s, Heading = 0 deg. 

5.2.  Moderate and high seastates 
The focus is again on the surge QTF for 0 degrees wave heading and we separate the "Moderate and 
severe seastates" into:  

a) Two moderate sea-states which provide QTF information at the intermediate frequency range – 
between 0.10 and 0.15 Hz – namely tests 4230 to 4244 and tests 4290 to 4292 

b) Two severe sea-states which provide QTF information at the low frequency range only – below 
around 0.12 Hz – namely tests 4662 to 4677 and test 4560. 

Starting with case a), there is an underestimation of the empirical QTF by the potential flow results 
(Figure 8 and Figure 9) for the frequency range between 0.10 and 0.12 Hz. The fact that the empirical 
QTF is identified over a relatively narrow wave frequency band is related to the fact that the wave 
spectrum is also narrow banded and therefore there is not much wave energy outside this band. 
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Figure 8: Surge QTF. Tests 4230 to 4244 with Hs = 6.2 m, Tp = 9.0 s, Heading = 0 deg. 

 

 
Figure 9: Surge QTF. Tests 4290 and 4292 with Hs = 6.2 m, Tp = 12.0 s, Heading = 0 deg. 
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Figure 10: Surge QTF. Tests 4662 to 4677 with Hs = 11.0 m, Tp = 12.0 s, Heading = 0 deg. 

 
Figure 11: Surge QTF. Tests 4565 with Hs = 15.0 m, Tp = 14.0 s, Heading = 0 deg. 

Regarding the seastates with longer wave peak periods, the plots show, again, an underestimation of 
the empirical QTF by the potential flow results (Figure 10 and Figure 11). The underestimation may not 
appear to be significant at first sight. However, one should note that the related seastates have peak 
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periods of 0.07 and 0.08 Hz, therefore the empirical coefficients show the wave drift forces are around 
double the numerical predictions for the relevant wave frequency range. 
The underestimation at the low frequency range is believed to be related to viscous wave drift effects 
which are neglected by the potential flow code. As observed before, there is also underestimation for 
the intermediate frequency range (0.12 to 0.15 Hz). The relative importance of viscous wave drift is 
probably much smaller for the intermediate frequencies, therefore the differences may also be related to 
higher than second order potential flow effects. 

6.  Conclusions 
The study applies a second order signal analysis method to model test data with waves only (no wind 
nor current) to identify empirical quadratic transfer functions (QTFs) of the surge wave drift forces for 
a semi-submersible FWT. Systematic comparisons between numerical and empirical QTFs allows 
identification of tendencies of empirical QTFs and limitations of the second order potential flow 
predictions.  

For small seastates, the available results indicate that the second order potential flow predictions of 
the surge QTFs agree quite well with the wave drift coefficients identified empirically from the model 
test data. This is an indication that second order potential flow theory predicts well the wave exciting 
QTFs for small seastates with no current.  

For moderate and high seastates, second order predictions underestimate the surge wave drift 
coefficients for all compared diagonals of the QTFs. The discrepancies between predictions and 
empirical coefficients are not small, especially at the lower frequency range (below around 0.10 Hz) 
where the potential flow wave drift forces tend to zero. For the seastates with longer wave periods, the 
experimental wave drift forces are around double those predicted by the potential flow code. The 
discrepancies at the low frequency range are believed to be related to viscous wave drift loads which are 
neglected by potential flow codes. For the intermediate frequency range, viscous wave drift probably 
plays a smaller role, therefore the differences may also be related to higher than second order potential 
flow effects. 

The systematic identification of the second order potential flow solution limitations presented herein 
can be used to develop and test semi-empirical methods to correct the potential flow wave drift forces 
in moderate and high sea-states.  
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